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Abstract. We study a brightening of the Lyman-α emission
in the cusp which occurred in response to a short-lived south-
ward turning of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) dur-
ing a period of strongly enhanced solar wind plasma concen-
tration. The cusp proton emission is detected using the SI-12
channel of the FUV imager on the IMAGE spacecraft. Anal-
ysis of the IMF observations recorded by the ACE and Wind
spacecraft reveals that the assumption of a constant propa-
gation lag from the upstream spacecraft to the Earth is not
adequate for these high time-resolution studies. The vari-
ations of the southward IMF component observed by ACE
and Wind allow for the calculation of the ACE-to-Earth lag
as a function of time. Application of the derived propagation
delays reveals that the intensity of the cusp emission varied
systematically with the IMF clock angle, the relationship be-
ing particularly striking when the intensity is normalised to
allow for the variation in the upstream solar wind proton con-
centration. The latitude of the cusp migrated equatorward
while the lagged IMF pointed southward, confirming the lag
calculation and indicating ongoing magnetopause reconnec-
tion. Dayside convection, as monitored by the SuperDARN
network of radars, responded rapidly to the IMF changes
but lagged behind the cusp proton emission response: this
is shown to be as predicted by the model of flow excita-
tion by Cowley and Lockwood (1992). We use the numer-
ical cusp ion precipitation model of Lockwood and Davis
(1996), along with modelled Lyman-α emission efficiency
and the SI-12 instrument response, to investigate the effect
of the sheath field clock angle on the acceleration of ions
on crossing the dayside magnetopause. This modelling re-
veals that the emission commences on each reconnected field
line 2–2.5 min after it is opened and peaks 3–5 min after it is
opened. We discuss how comparison of the Lyman-α inten-
sities with oxygen emissions observed simultaneously by the
SI-13 channel of the FUV instrument offers an opportunity
to test whether or not the clock angle dependence is consis-
tent with the “component” or the “anti-parallel” reconnection
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hypothesis.
Key words. Magnetospheric physics (magnetopause, cusp
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1 Introduction
Since it was first postulated by Dungey (1953, 1961) as an
explanation of the circulation of magnetic flux and plasma
in the outer magnetosphere and the high-latitude ionosphere,
the phenomenon of magnetic reconnection has been uniquely
successful in explaining the dominant features of the transfer
of mass, energy and momentum from the solar wind into the
magnetosphere across its outer boundary, the magnetopause.
Reconnection of the geomagnetic field with southward-
pointing draped interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) in the
magnetosheath takes place at “low latitudes” (meaning, be-
tween the magnetic cusps, such that the reconnection is with
closed magnetospheric field lines which directly connect the
ionospheres in opposite hemispheres). This generates open
flux (which connects the magnetosphere to interplanetary
space by threading the magnetopause). On the other hand,
for northward IMF the reconnection is at higher latitudes
(antisunward of one or both cusps) and is most likely to be
with pre-existing open flux, produced during a prior period
of southward IMF. Studies have shown that the total volt-
age placed across the magnetosphere by reconnection varies
with the northward component of the IMF in the Geocen-
tric Solar Magnetospheric (GSM) frame [Bz]GSM and thus,
for a constant IMF magnitude, with the IMF clock angle
θIMF = tan−1{|By |GSM/[Bz]GSM} (Reiff et al., 1981; Doyle
and Burke, 1983; Cowley, 1984a; b; Reiff and Luhmann,
1986; Etemadi et al., 1988; Boyle et al., 1997). This is
also reflected in the associated ionospheric current systems
(Nishida, 1968a, b; Friis-Christensen et al., 1985; Ahn et al.,
1992). For southward IMF ([Bz]GSM < 0), the reconnection
voltage is the rate of production of open flux (typically, 80 kV
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= 8 ×104 Wbs−1). This open flux is subsequently swept into
the geomagnetic tail by the solar wind flow in the growth
phase of substorms. Thus, the substorm phenomenon, and
geomagnetic activity in general, is also critically dependent
on the IMF [Bz]GSM component and the IMF clock angle
(Schatten and Wilcox, 1967; Arnoldy, 1971; Davis et al.,
1997). For northward IMF, the reconnection voltage is the
rate at which flux is reconfigured at the lobe magnetopause,
but there may also be some voltage associated with any open
flux generation that is still taking place. Note that, unlike the
reconnection with closed field lines that dominates for south-
ward IMF, lobe reconnection with open field lines does not
have to be the same, in terms of either voltage or location, in
the Northern and Southern Hemispheres.
1.1 Component and anti-parallel reconnection
A key unresolved question of magnetospheric physics is why
the reconnection voltage depends on the IMF clock angle in
the manner that is observed (e.g. Fedder et al., 1991). The
draped IMF in the magnetosheath reconnects with the mag-
netospheric field, and the orientation of this magnetosheath
field for a given IMF clock angle θIMF is a complicated func-
tion of position on the magnetopause (Kobel and Flu¨ckiger,
1994). However, broadly speaking, the IMF clock angle θIMF
is conserved across the subsolar bow shock (because here it is
the X-component of the flow and the field which is altered by
the bow shock) and it is the flow streamlines from this sub-
solar region which coat most of the magnetopause boundary.
Comparisons of magnetic field observations made by space-
craft in the magnetosheath and in the undisturbed solar wind
show that the appropriately lagged sheath field clock angle,
close to the magnetopause, is very similar to the upstream
IMF clock angle in the same frame, θIMF (e.g. Opgenoorth
et al., 2001). However for a given θIMF, the clock angle of
the sheath field with respect to the local interior field, θsh,
is a function of position on the magnetopause, because the
orientation of the interior field in the GSM frame varies with
location (Luhmann et al., 1984).
Two main types of behaviour have been postulated to de-
scribe the variation of reconnection voltage with the IMF
clock angle θIMF. These are called the “component” and
the “anti-parallel” hypotheses. For component reconnection
(Sonnerup, 1974; Gonzales and Mozer, 1974), the reconnec-
tion site is thought of as not moving to any great extent with
variations in θIMF: rather it remains relatively close to the
subsolar region where the magnetosheath flow is slow and
the static plasma pressure is high. In this case, the compo-
nent of the sheath field that is normal to the interior field
at the reconnection X-line has no effect on the reconnec-
tion itself, and only the component anti-parallel to the in-
terior field has any relevance, with the reconnection rate for
a given sheath field magnitude therefore depending on the
clock angle. (Only after reconnection does the component
perpendicular to the interior field have a significant effect
in that it determines the evolution of the newly-reconnected
field lines away from the X-line under the influence of the
magnetic curvature force.) Thus, for component reconnec-
tion, θIMF determines θsh at the reconnection X-line which,
in turn, modulates the reconnection voltage, either by chang-
ing the reconnection rate or the length of the X-line (or both).
The anti-parallel hypothesis, on the other hand, is that
changes in θIMF cause the reconnection site to move over the
magnetopause, such that the clock angle with respect to the
interior field θsh is always close to 180◦, i.e. the interior and
the exterior (sheath) fields remain anti-parallel at the recon-
nection site (Crooker, 1979). In this scenario, it is the condi-
tions at the reconnection site(s) that control the reconnection
rate and the length of the active reconnection X-line(s), and
these both modulate the reconnection voltage.
The two hypotheses predict the same reconnection sites,
behaviour and voltage for purely southward (θIMF = pi)
and purely northward (θIMF = 0) IMF orientations. The
differences occur for intermediate clock angles. An indi-
cation of the general behaviour comes from studies of the
cusp/cleft aurora (dominated by 630 nm emissions caused
by magnetosheath-like electron precipitation down newly-
opened field lines), as a function of the IMF clock angle θIMF
(Sandholt et al., 1998; Lockwood and Moen, 1999; McCrea
et al., 2000). For southward IMF (Bz < 0, θIMF > pi/2),
a single, relatively low-latitude band of cusp/cleft aurora
is observed, consistent with low-latitude reconnection. For
strongly northward IMF (Bz > 0, θIMF less than roughly
pi/4), a single band of cusp/cleft aurora is seen at higher lat-
itudes, consistent with lobe reconnection. If the IMF rotates
slowly through intermediate clock angles (Bz > 0, pi/4 <
θIMF < pi/2), both bands of aurora co-exist with an evo-
lution from one to the other. This implies anti-parallel re-
connection for the lobe X-line but there is a debate concern-
ing the lower-latitude reconnection that generates the lower-
latitude band of cusp/cleft aurora by opening closed geomag-
netic field lines.
For the component hypothesis, the reconnection X-line
will remain close to the same, low-latitude location as θIMF
decreases to around pi/2: there may be a range of clock an-
gles at which this low-latitude X-line can co-exist with lobe
reconnection, but as θIMF approaches zero the reconnection
will only be found at lobe site(s), antisunward of the cusp(s).
On the other hand, the anti-parallel paradigm predicts that the
X-line will bifurcate as θIMF decreases from its peak value of
pi , the two halves migrating into the pre-noon and post-noon
sectors and to higher latitudes as a continuous function of
θIMF (Luhmann et al., 1984). A key difference between the
two hypotheses is that near the reconnection site(s) the clock
angle θsh across the magnetopause, between the sheath field
and the magnetospheric field, is always close to pi for anti-
parallel reconnection but varies between piand pi/2, or even
smaller, for component reconnection.
There is evidence in favour of both hypotheses; however,
none of that evidence is conclusive – raising the possibility
that magnetopause reconnection has elements of both. The
accelerated flows seen on the magnetopause are broadly con-
sistent with the component hypotheses because the recon-
nected field lines are seen emanating from reconnection sites
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that appear to remain at relatively low latitudes (Gosling et
al., 1990a; Scurry et al., 1994; Kim et al., 2002). Other re-
connection signatures, such as Flux Transfer Events (FTEs)
are also consistent with low-latitude reconnection sites at all
clock angles greater than about pi/2 (Berchem and Russell,
1984; Daly et al., 1984; Rijnbeek et al., 1984; Russell et al.,
1985; Kawano and Russell, 1996; 1997). On the other hand,
observations from a pair of spacecraft close to the magne-
topause have been interpreted in terms of anti-parallel recon-
nection by ˇSafra´nkova´ et al. (1998). However, much of the
evidence for anti-parallel magnetopause reconnection comes
from signatures seen in the dayside cusp ionosphere. For the
bifurcation of the X-line predicted by Luhmann et al. (1984),
Coleman et al. (2000) point out the ionospheric merging gap
will bifurcate and Lockwood and Moen (1999) presented
examples of 630 nm red-line cusp images which they inter-
preted in terms of such a bifurcating merging gap. Coleman
et al. (2001) predict that for IMF Bz < 0, and |By | = |Bz|,
the ionospheric flow would be equatorward at noon and pole-
ward at two active merging gaps on either side of noon, and
they present examples of such a flow configuration in Super-
DARN radar data. However, such a flow configuration was
also predicted by Lockwood (1994) as a signature of tran-
sient reconnection in which the active reconnection X-line
bifurcated, such that the active segments moved away from
noon towards dawn and dusk, but remained at low latitudes.
Examples consistent with such transient events have been
presented by Lockwood et al. (1993), Milan et al. (2000a)
and McWilliams et al. (2001). With this in mind, the obser-
vations by Chisham et al. (2002) are important because they
present an example consistent with a bifurcated X-line which
remains stable while the IMF orientation is stable: thus, this
indeed appears to be different from the travelling active X-
lines in transient reconnection pulses inferred by Lockwood
et al. (1993). The difficulty with using ionospheric signatures
is that many of the arguments rely, explicitly or implicitly, on
field line mapping using a model of the magnetospheric field.
Such field models do not have an adequate representation of
the magnetopause and its boundary layers. There are very
large uncertainties in the mapping of field lines near the mag-
netopause because the models do not allow for the amount of
open flux threading the magnetopause, nor do they allow for
how it is spatially distributed: both of these factors have a
considerable effect on how a reconnection X-line maps to
the ionospheric merging gap (Crooker et al., 1991).
1.2 Proton precipitation in the cusp region
The theory of the cusp ion precipitation produced by mag-
netic reconnection has been reviewed by Lockwood (1995).
Numerical modelling based on this theory has been very
successful in reproducing the cusp proton signatures (On-
sager et al., 1993; Lockwood and Davis, 1996; Lockwood,
1997b; Lockwood et al., 1998). These theoretical ideas,
and the numerical models based on them, contain a number
of elements. They allow for variations in the plasma con-
centration, temperature and flow with position in the mag-
netosheath: fully-consistent predictions of these parameters
are only available from global MHD models and, in prac-
tice, gas-dynamic predictions (which neglect the sheath field)
have been used (Spreiter et al., 1966). The evolution of each
newly-reconnected field line in this sheath flow is computed
from the balance of stresses tangential to the magnetopause:
in effect, the Whale´n relation is used to determine the field
line motion that causes the plasma to flow into the main mag-
netopause rotational discontinuity at the local Alfve´n speed
in the de-Hoffman Teller frame of reference (Cowley and
Owen, 1989; Cooling et al., 2001). The model also allows
for the acceleration of the protons on crossing the magne-
topause rotational discontinuity by flowing along the newly-
opened field line (Hill and Reiff, 1977), the distribution func-
tions of the injected protons being computed using the the-
ory of Cowley (1982). This theory has been very success-
ful in explaining the ion distribution functions on both sides
of the magnetopause, especially for southward IMF (Smith
and Rodgers, 1991; Gosling et al., 1990b; Fuselier et al.,
1991; Fedorov et al., 1999). Lockwood and Davis (1996) and
Lockwood (1997) used this theory but predicted ion energies
that were somewhat too high, compared with typical cusp ob-
servations. The present paper shows that the IMF clock angle
and the direction of evolution of the newly-opened flux pro-
vides an explanation for this discrepancy. An additional ele-
ment that can be introduced into the cusp ion model is ion ac-
celeration at an interior RD, standing in the inflow to the open
magnetopause from the magnetospheric side of the boundary
(Lockwood et al., 1996). This can generate more energetic
ions on the equatorward edge of the cusp, consistent with ob-
servations (Kremser et al., 1995; Lockwood and Moen, 1996;
Lockwood, 1997a; b). The last element of the models is to
allow for the time-of-flight of ions from every source point
on the open magnetopause to the ionosphere. The motion
is assumed to be adiabatic and scatter-free such that Liou-
ville’s theorem and conservation of energy can be applied.
The pitch angle evolves with the field strength (Burch et al.,
1982) which, like the field-aligned distance, is taken from an
empirical magnetic field model. Allowance for these time-
of-flight effects with an open magnetopause can explain the
“bowl” and “V-shaped” spin angle distributions observed for
precipitating cusp protons (Lockwood, 1997b).
It should be noted that for low reconnection rates, the
use of gas-dynamic predictions may be inadequate. The
lack of fast subsolar reconnection can result in a strong
draped sheath field at the nose of the magnetosphere, and the
increased magnetic pressure produces a “plasma depletion
layer” (PDL). If a PDL is present, the sheath densities within
it are reduced and the ion temperature becomes anisotropic.
Both these changes to the sheath ion population close to the
magnetopause could, potentially, influence the cusp ion pre-
cipitation spectrum.
1.3 Proton aurora in the cusp
In this paper, we make use of the Lyman-α emission seen
in the cusp region. This is produced by the precipitation of
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solar wind protons into the cusp along newly-opened field
lines. We use observations by the FUV instrument on the
IMAGE spacecraft, which requires relatively high solar wind
densities before the cusp Lyman-α emission can be detected.
Auroral emissions are generally excited by both electron
and proton precipitation. Electron capture of precipitating
protons can yield excited neutral hydrogen which emit sev-
eral lines, including Lyman-α, on return to a lower energy
state (Eather, 1967). These emissions are Doppler shifted if
viewed in a fixed frame. They have been observed in the cusp
using groundbased instruments (Lorentzen and Moen, 2000;
Moen et al., 1998) and the SI-12/FUV imager on the IMAGE
satellite (Frey et al., 2002). The SI-12 instrument is most
sensitive to the Doppler shifted emission around 121.82 nm.
The passband has a minimum response at the non-shifted line
at 121.57 nm which removes the unshifted geocoronal com-
ponent (Mende et al., 2000a, 2000b). The efficiency of the
Lyman-α emission per unit energy flux decreases with in-
creasing energy of the precipitating protons (Strickland et
al., 1993; Hubert et al., 2001) as a result of processes in
the atmosphere competing with the excitation of the relevant
H(2p) state. The instrument response is of great importance
for quantitative interpretation. The SI-12 channel of the FUV
instrument is most sensitive to precipitating protons in the en-
ergy range between 2 keV and 8 keV (giving wavelengths of
121.82 nm and 122.07 nm, respectively, i.e. Doppler shifts of
0.25 nm and 0.50 nm) with very little response to ions below
1 keV (Ge´rard et al., 2000). Proton precipitation also pro-
duces secondary electrons resulting from ionizing collisions
of the protons and hydrogen atoms with the neutral atmo-
sphere. These electrons have very low mean energy (Strick-
land et al., 1993; Lummerzheim et al., 2001) and are effective
in exciting O atoms and N2 molecules and thus in producing
OI (135.6 nm) and N2 LBH emissions seen by the SI-13/FUV
and WIC instruments on IMAGE. Thus, significant fluxes of
precipitating protons can, in fact, be an important contribu-
tor to these so-called “electron emissions” (Frey et al., 2001,
2002).
1.4 Cusp behaviour as a function of IMF orientation
The cusp varies in its location and characteristics with the
orientation of the IMF. The numerical models discussed in
Sect. 1.2 have generally dealt with southward IMF cases, al-
though they can readily be adapted to northward IMF situa-
tions as well (Topliss et al., 2000). The location of the cusp
and cusp aurora is known to vary with the Bz component of
the IMF, both being seen to migrate to lower latitudes when
the IMF turns increasingly southward (Burch, 1973; Feld-
stein and Starkov, 1967; Vorobjev et al., 1975; Horwitz and
Akasofu, 1977; Leontyev et al., 1992; Sandholt, 1988; Sand-
holt et al., 1998; McCrea et al., 2000). In statistical surveys
of particle observations by low-altitude satellites, the cusp is,
on average, found at lower latitudes when the IMF is south-
ward (Carbary and Meng, 1988; Newell and Meng, 1992;
Stubbs et al., 2001). The equatorward motion of the cusp
mirrors the inward erosion of the dayside magnetopause due
to enhanced reconnection (at latitudes between the magnetic
cusps) (Aubry et al., 1970; Maezawa, 1974; Freeman and
Southwood, 1988; Petrinec and Russell, 1993; Roelof and
Sibeck, 1993).
The anti-parallel and component reconnection hypotheses
agree on the site of the reconnection for IMF clock angles θ
of 0 and 180◦. For θ = 180◦([Bz]GSM < 0, [By]GSM = 0),
the reconnection sites will be equatorial and will result in
the production of newly-opened flux because the magne-
tosheath field lines reconnect with closed field lines. On
short timescales (<1 h), the production of newly-opened
flux and its assimilation into the polar cap is the dominant
driver of dayside ionospheric flow (Cowley and Lockwood,
1992). The newly-opened field lines evolve poleward, their
motion at the magnetopause satisfying the Whale´n relation
(Paschmann et al., 1979; 1986; Sonnerup et al., 1981; 1986;
1990; Johnstone et al., 1986): this means that the field line
motion is such that the sheath plasma flows into the mag-
netopause at the local Alfve´n speed. In the southward-IMF
case, the curvature force is poleward as is the sheath flow
and field lines have to move at roughly the Alfve´n speed plus
the local sheath flow speed. The motion of newly-opened
field lines gives the dispersed cusp precipitation discussed in
Sect. 1.2 (Reiff et al., 1977; Onsager et al., 1993; Lockwood,
1995; 1997b).
For θ = 0◦([Bz]GSM > 0, [By]GSM = 0), reconnection
will be poleward of one or both of the cusps at the sunward
edges of the tail lobe(s). A number of topologies are pos-
sible (Cowley, 1981). The most likely is with reconnection
between the sheath field and already open flux at the sunward
edge of the lobe in one hemisphere. This gives reconfigured
“over-draped lobe” open field lines on the dayside (Crooker,
1992) and sunward convection as part of a circulation of lobe
field lines reflected in the ionospheric polar cap (see ref-
erences and schematics given by Lockwood, 1998); conse-
quently, a latitudinal ion dispersion signature is produced in
the cusp which is in the opposite sense to that for southward
IMF (Reiff et al., 1980; Woch and Lundin, 1992). There is
evidence that the summer hemisphere is favoured for this re-
connection (Crooker and Rich, 1993) and the IMF Bx com-
ponent may also have an influence (Lockwood and Moen,
1999). Sunward flows are seen in observations of the magne-
topause bounding the tail lobe (Gosling et al., 1991), which
again satisfy the Whale´n relation (Paschmann et al., 1990):
in other words, the field line velocity is again such that
plasma flows from the sheath into the magnetopause at the
local Alfve´n speed. However, this time the curvature force
is opposed to the sheath flow and the field lines move more
slowly. (Note that sunward flows can also be seen for recon-
nection between the magnetosheath and closed geomagnetic
field lines taking place equatorward of the cusp but away
from the nose of the magnetosphere (e.g. Fedorov et al.,
2000).) A further complication is that the overdraped lobe
field lines may then reconnect with the “old open” field lines
of the opposite hemisphere lobe, giving re-closed field lines
(Song and Russell, 1992; Song et al., 1994) and sunward
flow. Lockwood (1998) and Lockwood and Moen (1999)
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have discussed the resulting ionospheric flow and cusp/cleft
aurora.
The cusp also moves in response to changes in IMF By
(see review by Cowley et al., 1991). For newly-opened field
lines, close to the merging gap, the motion reflects the motion
of the merging gap caused by the magnetospheric field line
mapping. Cowley et al. predicted this motion from the pene-
tration of the IMF By component into the magnetosphere and
showed that in the Northern Hemisphere, the cusp equator-
ward edge, arising from reconnection near noon, would be
in the afternoon sector for By > 0 and the morning sector
for By < 0. These shifts are consistent with observations
and are reversed in the southern hemisphere. However, on
field lines that have been open for longer, the shift with IMF
By is reversed in sense. This is because for By > 0, newly-
opened field lines in the northern hemisphere are moved to-
wards dawn by the magnetic curvature force (the “Svalgaard-
Mansurov effect”) and for By < 0 they move towards dusk:
thus field lines that have been open for longer tend to accu-
mulate on the dawn/dusk side for IMF By > 0 and By < 0,
respectively.
1.5 The response of dayside convection to magnetopause
reconnection.
Studies of the response of dayside ionospheric convection
to changes in the IMF Bz component showed a short re-
sponse time near noon, growing to longer delays at MLT
near dawn and dusk. The terms “short” and “longer” in
this context refer to typical timescales of the order of 2 and
10 min, respectively, following the time that the IMF change
is predicted to have arrived at the dayside magnetopause.
Such rapid responses on the dayside were first detected by
Nishida (1968a, b) in data from ground-based magnetome-
ters and have also been observed in radar flow data (Rishbeth
et al., 1985; Lockwood et al., 1986; Etemadi et al., 1988;
Freeman and Southwood, 1988; Todd et al., 1988; Cowley
et al., 1998). These studies have used line-of-sight, beam-
swinging, bistatic coherent scatter and tristatic incoherent
scatter radar data. The expansion of the convection equipo-
tentials implied was observed directly by the concomitant
ion temperature enhancement (Lockwood et al., 1986, 1993)
and in the associated expansion of the currents detected by
ground- based magnetometers (Saunders et al., 1992; Lock-
wood et al., 1999). These observations were explained by
Cowley and Lockwood (1992) using the concepts of mov-
ing, “adiaroic” (meaning “not flowing across”, i.e. non-
reconnecting) segments of the open-closed boundary (Siscoe
and Huang, 1985, Lockwood et al., 1990) and perturbations
of the dayside magnetosphere from equilibrium by the addi-
tion of newly-opened flux (Coroniti and Kennel, 1973).
The model of flow excitation by Cowley and Lockwood
(1992) is significantly different from the concept that the re-
connection electric field maps down field lines into the cusp
ionosphere, such that the voltage seen in the Earth’s frame of
reference is the applied reconnection voltage (Banks et al.,
1984; Clauer and Banks, 1988, Ridley et al., 1998). Specif-
ically, the models which map the electric fields without al-
lowance for induction effects predict that the ionospheric
flows will respond immediately, and in full, to changes in
the applied electric field and thus to the IMF Bz component.
The model of Cowley and Lockwood, on the other hand, pre-
dicts an immediate onset of change in convection in response
to the IMF Bz changes, but that changes in the ionospheric
flow will be smoothed by an inductive time constant of the
order of 10–15 min which is the time constant for the day-
side magnetosphere-ionosphere system to come to equilib-
rium with the new amount of open flux (Coroniti and Kennel,
1973; Cowley and Lockwood, 1992). Recently, Nishitani et
al. (2002) have found observational evidence for both type
of responses in SuperDARN radar data and both have been
found from numerical modelling of the Cowley-Lockwood
concept by Lockwood (2002).
2 Observations
We present data from 26 November 2000 relating to pro-
ton emission in the cusp. These emissions are monitored in
Doppler-shifted Lyman-α by the SI-12 channel of the FUV
imager on the IMAGE spacecraft at wavelengths around
121.8 nm, with observations at a variety of wavelengths made
from the ground by the UK spectrograph at Longyearbyen,
Svalbard and by the EISCAT Svalbard radar. We also com-
pare the Lyman-α emissions with the oxygen emissions seen
by the SI-13 channel of the FUV instrument on IMAGE
(133.1–138.1 nm). The pattern of convection was observed
by the SuperDARN network of coherent-scatter HF radars.
The cusp is identified in passes by various DMSP satellites
and upstream solar wind and IMF conditions were monitored
by both the ACE and Wind spacecraft. The variations in
the cusp Lyman-α emission studied in this paper were suf-
ficiently rapid that the ACE-to-Earth propagation delay must
be accurately determined before the controlling influence in
the IMF can be identified. Consequently, the lag is studied in
some detail in the next section.
2.1 Interplanetary data and the propagation lag to Earth
Parts (a)–(c) of Fig. 1 show the three components of the
Interplanetary Magnetic Field (IMF) in the GSM frame of
reference, as seen by ACE (in red) and Wind (in blue).
The data are plotted as a function of time at Wind (i.e.
the ACE data have been shifted in time by a propaga-
tion lag δtW = tW − tA, where tW is the time at which
a certain feature in the IMF variation was seen at Wind
and tA is the time that the same feature was seen at
ACE). At 15:00 UT, the GSE coordinates of Wind were
(XGSE,YGSE,ZGSE) = (75.38, 98.57,−0.76)RE (where a
mean Earth radius, 1RE=6370 km), whereas ACE was at
(224.82 35.52 −16.53)RE . In the GSM frame, ACE’s coor-
dinates were (224.82, 30.12, −25.05)RE and those of Wind
were (75.38, 95.11, −25.9)RE . In Fig. 1, a constant propa-
gation delay of δtW = 12 min has been used and this aligns
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Fig. 1. Interplanetary conditions on 26 November 2000, as detected by the ACE and Wind satellites (red and blue lines, respectively). The
top 3 panels give the three components of the IMF in GSM coordinates. The bottom panel gives the solar wind speed observed by ACE. The
ACE data are shown as a function of the predicted time at Wind, tW = tA+ δtW , for a constant propagation lag δtW of 12 min. which aligns
the southward turning seen by the two craft at tW near 14:54 UT.
the southward IMF turning seen by both craft just before
15:00. Figure 1 shows that similar, but not identical, IMF
variations were seen by the two craft. Between shortly af-
ter 13:00 UT and after 17:00 UT, the IMF was northward
except for the brief southward excursion during which both
[Bx]GSM and [By]GSM changed polarity, indicating a cross-
ing from an “away” to a “toward” sector, with the IMF in
a “garden-hose” orientation (Bx/By < 0). Figure 1d shows
the solar wind speed seen by ACE, Vsw, which was enhanced
at about 11:30 UT and remained high throughout the period
of interest, although it fell somewhat (from about 630 km s−1
to around 590 km s−1) during the interval when the IMF was
southward.
In Fig. 1 the ACE data have been lagged by a constant
δtW = 12 min, derived for the southward IMF turning at tW
of 14:53 UT. However, this lag clearly does not apply to the
subsequent return to northward IMF just after 15:00 which is
seen by both craft but with an increased ACE-to-Wind prop-
agation lag of δtW = 16 min. One factor in this change in
the lag is the decrease in solar wind speed; however, this is
far from sufficient as an explanation, showing that the orien-
tation of the IMF structures also changed. Note that without
allowance for the actual orientation of the phase front (i.e. us-
ing the assumption that the front is normal to the solar wind
flow), the ACE-to-Wind delay δtWS ′ would be 25 min for the
southward turning, rising to δtWN ′ = 26 min for the north-
ward turning as the solar wind slowed.
Figure 2a shows the garden hose angle γ =
tan−1([Bx]GSE/[By]GSE) observed by both craft around the
southward field excursion: these data are shown as a function
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14:00                    14:30                    15:00                    15:30                   16:00                   16:30
time at ACE, tA    (hrs:min)
Fig. 2. Detail of the IMF orientation around the southward excursion observed at ACE around 14:45. The top panel shows the garden hose
angle γ = tan−1{[BX]GSE/[BY ]GSE observed by ACE (red) and Wind (blue). The Wind data are shown as a function of the predicted time
at ACE, tA = tW − δtW , for a constant lag δtW = 19 min. This lag aligns the sector crossing seen by both craft during the interval of
southward IMF. Apart from some toward-away polarity flips seen by one craft but not the other, agreement is generally good throughout the
interval. The bottom panel shows the northward IMF component (in GSM coordinates, [BZ]GSM) for the same lag δtW = 19 min and shows
that this lag does not apply to the [BZ]GSM data during this interval.
of time at ACE tA for a lag δtW = 19 min which lines up the
sector crossing at tA of 14:45 (tW of 15:04). An agreement is
seen between the garden hose angle γ at the two craft: most
of the large differences before 14:30 relate to sector crossings
(giving 180◦ jumps in γ ) that pass over one craft but not the
other. The lower panel shows the variations of [Bz]GSM for
the same lag. The agreement in [Bz]GSM is not good for this
δtW and thus, the region of southward IMF intersected by
both craft is not oriented according to the IMF sector struc-
ture. Because ACE is not on the Sun-Earth line (rather, it is
{Y 2 + Z2}1/2 = 39.2RE from it), this orientation must be
inferred if the propagation lag to the Earth is to be estimated
accurately.
The ACE-to-Wind lag required to match the ACE and
Wind observations of the southward turning is δtWS =
12 min at tA of 14:41 (tW of 14:53) but is δtWN = 16 min
for the northward turning at tA of 14:53 (tW of 15:09). Fig-
ure 3a shows that if we use a linear extrapolation of these
lags (Fig. 3b) to later times we continue to obtain a very good
agreement between the of [Bz]GSM variations seen by ACE
and Wind. A slightly more rapid linear variation of δtW with
time would be needed to match the data before the southward
turning. However, the features of interest in this paper all oc-
curred during and after the southward IMF turning and thus,
the errors in δtW before this are not relevant and we adopt the
ACE-to-Wind lag variation shown in Fig. 3b.
Because ACE does not lie on the X axis, we need to eval-
uate the geometry of the orientation of the southward and
northward IMF turnings to estimate the corresponding ACE-
to-Earth propagation lags, δtES and δtEN . Because ACE and
Wind lie at a similar Z (near −25RE in the GSM frame)
they can give information on the orientation of IMF changes
in the GSM XY frame. The orientations of the northward
and southward turnings in this plane, deduced from the ACE
and Wind data, are shown in Fig. 3c. To allow for the effect
of the bow shock and the draping of the field lines, we make
use of the gas dynamic predictions by Spreiter et al. (1966).
Because the flow velocity at the nose of the magnetosphere
is zero in these predictions, field lines actually take an infi-
nite time to reach the nose of the magnetosphere. Any re-
connection at the magnetopause means that field lines do not
stagnate at the nose. For example, for a reconnection rate
of 1 m V m−1 and a sheath field of 20 nT, the inflow veloc-
ity towards the reconnecting magnetopause from the sheath
side will be at 50 km s−1 , i.e. of the order of Vsw/10. In the
gas dynamic predictions, we note that the field line that has
reached Vsw/10 in the sheath is draped such that its extrapo-
lation from interplanetary space into the magnetosphere cuts
the X axis very close to the Earth (i.e. near X = 0). This is
true for both IMF orientations studied by Spreiter et al. (with
the IMF at pi/2 and pi/4 with respect to the X axis). This
means we can allow for the field line draping by equating the
time for the field line to reach the dayside magnetopause to
the time that it would take to reach X = 0 in the absence
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Fig. 3. (a) The northward IMF component (in GSM coordinates, [BZ]GSM) as a function of time at ACE tA, as observed by ACE (red) and
Wind (blue) for the linear variation with time of the lag δtW = tW − tA, shown in (b). (c) shows the inferred orientations and locations of the
southward (orange) and northward (green) turnings of the IMF at 14:53 UT. The plot is in the GSM (XY) frame, in which ACE’s coordinates
were (224.82, 30.12, −25.05)RE and those of Wind were (75.38, 95.11, −25.9)RE .
of the magnetosphere and bow shock. This procedure yields
δtES = 42 min and δtEN = 45 min and thus, we predict that
the southward and northward turnings should be seen in the
ionosphere at 15:23 and 15:38 UT, respectively. The linear
variation of the ACE-to-Earth lag δtW , shown in Fig. 3(b),
strongly implies that we can assume a linear variation to in-
terpolate and extrapolate the ACE-to-Earth lag δtE from δtES
and δtEN . Comparison with data taken by the IMAGE space-
craft and the SuperDARN radars, presented below, confirm
these delay estimates. Note that without an allowance for
the orientation of the phase fronts (i.e. assuming that phase
fronts were normal to the solar wind flow direction), yields
ACE-to-Earth lags of δtES ′ = 37 min and δtEN ′ = 40 min
for the southward and the northward turnings, respectively.
The inferred orientation of the southward and northward IMF
turnings, shown in Fig. 3c, imply that at [Y ]GSM = Yp  0
the two will meet, meaning that the region of southward IMF
in the [XY ]GSM plane was triangular in shape with the apex
of the triangle at Yp.
Because both ACE and Wind lie to the south of the
[XY ]GSM plane (ZGSM ≈ −25RE), the orientation of the
IMF change fronts in the [XZ]GSM plane will also influence
the ACE-to-Earth lag, δtE . Determination of the orientation
in this plane requires data from a third interplanetary craft
at a different ZGSM. Because we have no such data, this in-
troduces an uncertainty in the lag estimates. For example,
variation of the front orientation of ±pi/4, with respect to the
ZGSM axis in the [XZ]GSM plane, would introduce an uncer-
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Fig. 4. Global images of the Doppler-shifted Lyman-α emission seen by the FUV instrument on the IMAGE spacecraft, with convection
potential contours from the SuperDARN HF coherent radar network. Images are 5-s integrations, taken once every 122 s. The intensity scale
is the same in each frame – absolute intensities are given by the scale in Fig. 5. The convection patterns are produced by a model fit to all
line-of-sight velocity observations, the model used being determined by the IMF orientations seen by ACE for the propagation lags discussed
in the paper. Streamlines are 6 kV apart. given above each frame is the time of the FUV image, the start time of the closest radar scan, and
(in parentheses) the ACE-to-Earth propagation lag δtE used for the convection model input. The vector in the top right of each frame is the
lagged IMF in the [BZ]GSM(up the page)− [BY ]GSM(to the right) frame, the circle corresponding to a magnitude of 15 nT.
tainty in the lag δtE of ±4 min.
2.2 IMAGE data
Figure 4 shows the sequence of images of the Doppler-
shifted Lyman-α emission at wavelength of 121.8 m, ob-
served by the FUV-SI2 imager on the IMAGE spacecraft.
These images were recorded in 5-s integration intervals, with
deconvolution of the effect of spacecraft spin. Successive
images are separated by the spacecraft spin period of 122 s.
Magnetic noon is at the top of each frame and concentric
dotted circles are 10◦ apart in invariant latitude. The time of
recording of each image is given above the top left-hand cor-
ner of each frame. Within each frame, the lagged IMF vector
is shown in the top right-hand corner. This vector is com-
piled from one-minute averages of the IMF components and
is plotted in the [BZ]GSM − [BY ]GSM frame (shown, respec-
tively, as up the page and to the right) with the circle denot-
ing an amplitude ([BZ]2 + [BY ]2)1/2 of 15 nT. The ACE-to-
Earth propagation lag δtE used is the same as that calculated
in Sect. 2.1 and the value of δtE for each frame is given in
parentheses just above the IMF plot. It can be seen that the
IMF at the magnetopause was northward (in the +[BZ]GSM
direction) for the first frame shown (15:19 UT) but subse-
quently rotated smoothly clockwise, such that it was in the
+[BY ]GSM direction by 15:23, in the −[BZ]GSM direction
by 15:30 and in the −[BY ]GSM direction by 15:34. After
a brief anti-clockwise rotation, which returned the IMF to
[BY ]GSM < 0 and [BZ]GSM < 0, the vector again rotated
clockwise before settling down to a stable orientation with
[BY ]GSM < 0 and [BZ]GSM > 0 after 15:38.
In each image, the main auroral oval can be seen, but
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it is the brightening, fading and motions of the bright spot
around noon that we are concerned with here. The first
major brightening was at 15:21:26 UT, after which the spot
grew and brightened before fading again at 15:31:40 UT and
re-brightening at 15:35:45 UT. This second brightening was
shorter-lived than the first and the bright spot has almost
completely disappeared by 15:43:36 UT.
In addition to this modulation of the intensity of the spot,
its centre migrated westward, being slightly eastward of noon
at 15:28, but slightly westward of noon by 15:36. This migra-
tion is consistent with the change in the merging gap location
expected for the change in IMF By from positive to negative
in the sector crossing, as seen by ACE at around 14:45. The
westward motion of the spot began at about 15:30, giving an
ACE-to-Earth propagation lag (45 min) which is similar to
that derived for the changes in the IMF Bz component. The
motion is consistent with that of the merging gap (i.e. the
footprint of the reconnection site) rather than that of the cusp
plume (Cowley et al., 1991). This is as observed in the sta-
tistical survey of the SI-12/FUV cusp proton aurora images
by Frey et al. (2002). From this we infer that in the bright
spot, the imager was observing precipitation along the most
recently-opened field lines (i.e. the elapsed time since recon-
nection is small), close to the reconnection site. In Sect. 5
we use a model of cusp precipitation, proton aurora excita-
tion and the SI-12/FUV response to show that the emission
indeed peaks on field lines of low elapsed time since recon-
nection, and thus relatively close to the ionospheric projec-
tion of the reconnection X-line.
The intensifications in the cusp aurora seen around noon
consititute the growth phase of a substorm, the onset of
which can be seen near midnight at 15:43:46 UT (the third
from the last frame of Fig. 4) with subsequent expansion
clearly visible in the last two frames. This substorm will be
studied in a subsequent paper.
These IMAGE/FUV data were integrated into 48 MLT sec-
tors, each 30 min wide, to give latitudinal profiles. Parts (a)
and (b) of Fig. 5 show emissions in the 12:00–12:30 MLT
sector: the intensity is plotted as a function of latitude and
time (in min after 15:00). The two brightenings seen in Fig. 4
can be identified and can also be seen to have coincided with
equatorward motion of both the peak emission Imax and of
the latitudinal band of emission (roughly delineated by the
yellow lines which show the smoothed variation of the lat-
itudes where the intensity fell to Imax/2). Figure 5b is the
Doppler-shifted Lyman-α emission at 121.8 nm and is ex-
cited by proton precipitation: Fig. 5a is the corresponding
plot, on the same intensity scale, for the 135.6 nm doublet of
oxygen OI emissions, observed by the SI-13 channel of FUV.
As discussed in Sect. 1.3, this OI emission is produced not
only by primary electron precipitation, but also by secondary
electrons generated by the ion precipitation (Hubert et al.,
2001; Frey et al., 2001, 2002). Figure 5a shows that the OI
emission had many similar features to the proton emission
shown in Fig. 5b. The similarities between the latitudinal
structures and the temporal variations seen in these two emis-
sions is partly caused by the fact that a significant fraction of
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Fig. 5. Keograms of (a) the oxygen (135.6 nm) and (b) the Doppler-
shifted Lyman-α (121.8 nm) emission intensities seen by the FUV
instrument in the 12:00–12:30 MLT sector. (c) shows the IMF Bz
component in GSM coordinates, lagged by the predicted ACE-to-
Earth propagation lag δtE .
the OI emission is caused by secondary electrons produced
by proton precipitation, but also because quasi-neutrality is
maintained in the cusp region (Burch, 1985) which means
there is a complex link between the primary fluxes of elec-
trons and protons.
Figure 5c shows the IMF [Bz]GSM component, as ob-
served at ACE and displayed here as a function of time in
the ionosphere, ti = tA+ δtE , predicted for a linear variation
of the ACE-to-Earth propagation lag δtE that is defined by
δtES = 42 min and δtEN = 45 min for the southward and
northward turnings, respectively (as discussed in Sect. 2.1).
Considerable correspondence between the IMAGE data and
the lagged IMF data can be seen. In particular, the aurora
(in both proton and oxygen emissions) began to move south-
ward, immediately after the observed southward turning of
the IMF, and is predicted to have reached the magnetopause.
This is consistent with the erosion of the dayside magne-
topause and the corresponding cusp migration discussed in
Sect. 1.4. Subsequently, the bands of emission began to re-
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Fig. 6. DMSP F14 observations of the cusp pass around the 12 MLT meridian at 15:07:58–15:10:27 UT. The top panel shows the integrated
energy flux of electrons (in black) and ions (in red). The second panel shows the corresponding average energies. The upper spectrogram
shows the differential energy flux of electrons, contoured as a function of energy and observation time. The bottom panel shows the same for
ions, with the ion energy scale inverted. The blue and mauve dashed line gives the poleward edge of the cusp precipitation and the orange
and black dashed line gives the equatorward edge.
lax back poleward with the arrival of the effects of the north-
ward turning. The peak emission intensity was also clearly
enhanced when the lagged IMF pointed southward.
2.3 DMSP data
The red lines in Figs. 5a and b show passes of DMSP (De-
fense Meteorological Satellite Program) satellites at MLT
close to the 12:00–12:30 UT range used in Fig. 5. The yellow
points on each mark the poleward and equatorward edges of
electron and ion precipitation which are classified as cusp
(Newell and Meng, 1992). The particle data for the sec-
ond of these two passes, by the DMSP-F14 spacecraft, are
given in Fig. 6. The middle panel shows the differential
energy flux of observed electrons as a function of energy
and observation time. The lower panel is a similar spectro-
gram plot for the observed ions, but the ion energy scale has
been inverted. As the satellite passed equatorward, just af-
ter 15:10:17 UT (black and yellow dashed line), it observed
a low-latitude edge of low-energy, magnetosheath ions and
electrons and enters a region where there are higher-energy
magnetospheric electrons. This is consistent with the craft
crossing the open-closed field line boundary near this time
(Lockwood, 1997a, b; 1998). Poleward of this is a region of
sheath-like ion and electron precipitation, which is classified
as cusp. Towards the poleward edge of the cusp (which is
marked by the dashed mauve and light blue line) is an ion
dispersion signature, with the low-energy ion cutoff decreas-
ing with decreasing latitude. This “reverse dispersion” re-
veals a northward-IMF lobe reconnection site and sunward
convection and is consistent with the lagged IMF orientation
which was northward at this time (just prior to the southward
turning – see Fig. 5). The yellow points shown in Fig. 5 are
the satellite locations for 15:08:00 and 15:10:25 UT, marking
the boundaries of the cusp precipitation, as defined in Fig. 6,
and agree well with the boundaries of the latitudinal band
of emission seen at both wavelengths. Note that the satellite
traversed the cusp between 12:15 and 10:45 MLT, whereas
the intensities in Fig. 5 are for 12:00–12:30 MLT. Thus we
expect differences between the precise latitudes of the cusp
boundaries due to the longitudinal variations; nevertheless,
from the DMSP data we can definitively identify the band of
emission in both proton and oxygen emissions (Figs. 5b and
a, respectively) as being the cusp.
2.4 SuperDARN global convection observations
Superposed on the proton aurora images shown in Fig. 4 are
the convection flow streamlines deduced using a convection
model fit to observations by the network of Northern Hemi-
sphere SuperDARN HF radars. These streamlines are de-
rived by fitting the convection model to the observed line-of-
sight velocities (Ruohoniemi and Baker, 1998). The model
is driven by the upstream IMF conditions and thus, it is very
important to quantify correctly the lag from ACE to the Earth
for these high resolution response studies. The radar scan
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used is at the time closest to the FUV image, the start time
of which is given above the top right corner of each frame,
along with the propagation lag δtE in parentheses. The δtE
values are those used in Fig. 5c. The equipotentials are 6 kV
apart in each panel.
At 15:19:24 UT the flow was weak and disorganised,
but began to respond with a localised flow vortex at
15:21:26 around the brightening cusp proton aurora spot near
12:00 MLT. This appears to be the response to the clock angle
increase; however, the lagged IMF was still northward at this
time. By 15:23:29 UT the localised vortex had grown into a
larger scale southward IMF flow pattern, dominated by the
dusk cell and with a westward flow from a reconnection site
that appears to be in the afternoon sector; this is consistent
with the positive IMF By at the time of the southward turn-
ing. During the interval 15:25:32–15:37:48 UT, the westward
flow poleward of the proton cusp emission gradually decayed
and eventually became weakly eastward; this is also consis-
tent with the IMF By change to negative during the period
of southward IMF and the westward migration of the proton
aurora. The flow response to the IMF By change is the same
as was observed in conjugate ionospheres by Greenwald et
al. (1990), using SuperDARN radars. In this interval, the
flow was enhanced but the increase lagged behind the bright-
ening of the cusp aurora. (The flow within the cusp region
had an extended peak between 15:37:48 and 15:41:53 UT,
whereas the proton aurora peaked at 15:30:00 UT.)
Thus, the dayside flows responded to the IMF changes in
the manner expected, but this response followed the bright-
ness fluctuations of the cusp proton aurora. The effects of
the magnetic curvature force giving IMF By-dependent east-
ward or westward flow can be seen in Fig. 4 poleward of
the proton cusp aurora, as would be expected because the
proton emissions are seen at small elapsed times since re-
connection, close to the merging gap. Section 7.1 discusses
how the aurora and flows were very much as predicted by the
model of ionospheric convection excitation for the produc-
tion of newly-opened flux by Cowley and Lockwood (1992).
3 Comparison of lagged interplanetary data with cusp
auroral intensities
Figure 7 shows the lagged interplanetary data recorded by
ACE and compares them with the peak Doppler-shifted
Lyman-α emission intensity Imax at 12:00–12:30 MLT, the
latitudinal motion of this peak and the transpolar voltage
derived from the SuperDARN convection data. The prop-
agation lags between ACE and Earth’s cusp ionosphere
δtE have been estimated as in Fig. 4 and 5c, giving the
lagged ACE data variations shown in panels (b) and (c)
of Fig. 7. Figure 7b shows the IMF clock angle, θ =
tan−1(|[BY ]GSM|/[Bz]GSM), and Fig. 7c shows the solar
wind proton concentration NH+. For comparison, Fig. 7a
shows the peak Lyman-α emission intensity and Fig. 7e gives
the velocity of motion of that peak (positive poleward). The
latter is found from the difference in the latitude between
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Fig. 7. Variations of parameters observed during the brief inten-
sification of the cusp aurora: (a) Imax, the peak Doppler-shifted
Lyman-α emission intensity seen along the meridian keogram from
SI-12/FUV data integrated over 12:00–12:30 MLT (Fig. 5); (b) θ ,
the IMF clock angle in GSM coordinates, as observed by ACE ; (c)
NH+, the proton concentration in the solar wind seen by ACE; (d)
8pc, the transpolar voltage from the model fit to the SuperDARN
radar data; and (e) Vmax, the meridional phase velocity of motion
of the peak Lyman-α emission. All ACE data have been lagged by
the derived ACE-to-Earth propagation delay δtE .
successive images and is therefore somewhat noisy. To re-
duce this noise, the latitude of the peak seen in Fig. 5b has
been averaged with the mean latitudes of the poleward and
equatorward emission band boundaries. Figure 7d shows the
transpolar voltage 8pc scaled from the convection patterns
shown in Fig. 4.
The vertical dashed lines in Fig. 7 mark the times between
which the clockwise IMF rotation, as shown in Fig. 4, took
place: these lines mark the times when the first and last
changes in θIMF are predicted to have reached the magne-
topause. The dotted line shows the time when θIMF was near
pi/2, prior to the brief return to a more southward orienta-
tion. It can be seen that the peak proton emission varied with
θ . The intensity of the second peak was not proportionally as
great as the first but this is, in part, caused by the variation in
the solar wind proton concentration NH+ which went through
a brief minimum at this time (Fig. 7c). Figure 7(e) shows that
the cusp aurora began to migrate southward (velocity of mo-
tion of peak Vmax < 0) when θ began to increase, but began
to relax poleward (Vmax > 0) as soon as the clock angle re-
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Fig. 8. (Top) The time variations of the peak Lyman-α emission, Imax (red), the peak oxygen emission (blue) and the oxygen emission at the
location of the peak Lyman-α emission, [IO ]max. (Bottom) The ratio of the emission intensities Imax/[IO ]max at the Lyman-α peak. All are
shown for integrations over 12:00–12:30 MLT.
turned to small values with the northward turning. As for
the intensity of the emission shown in Fig. 7a, the latitudinal
motion shown in Fig. 7e reveals the effect of the brief period
of θ ≈ pi/2 around the dotted line. The transpolar voltage
8pc , as shown in Fig. 7d, began to rise a few minutes after
the first response of the proton aurora (in latitude and inten-
sity). It subsequently peaked at 15:37 UT and decayed with
roughly the same constant with which it rose (of the order of
10–15 min).
Figure 8a shows the peak emission intensities Imax for the
12:00–12:30 MLT sector. The red line is the observed peak
Doppler-shifted Lyman-α proton intensity, the blue is the
peak oxygen OI emission and the green is the OI emission
at the latitude of peak proton emission. The similarity of the
behaviour of the emissions at the two wavelengths, discussed
earlier in connection with Fig. 5, means that the peak inten-
sity for the two wavelengths is found at very similar latitudes
(compare Figs. 5a and b), and the blue and green lines in
Fig. 8 are very similar. The bottom panel of Fig. 8 shows
the ratio of the Lyman-α to the oxygen OI intensities at the
peak of the Lyman-α for this MLT sector. In this paper, we
will not consider the absolute values of these intensities be-
cause that will depend on the details of the conversion of
SI-12 and SI-13 counts into intensities. However, we note
that similar variations in all intensities were observed, with
the same double brightening waveform as noted above for
the Doppler-shifted Lyman-α. However, the bottom panel
shows that the ratio of Lyman-α to OI intensities increased,
particularly during the first brightening. The variation of the
OI emission is, at least in part, explained by the emission
caused by secondary electrons produced by the proton pre-
cipitation. It is important to note that the ratio of the emis-
sions shows that the variation with IMF clock angle was pro-
portionally greater for the proton precipitation than for the
electron precipitation. Indeed, due to the effect of secondary
electrons produced by proton precipitation, it is quite possi-
ble that the clock angle dependence was present only in the
proton precipitation. In Sect. 7.2 we discuss the importance
of the question of whether or not the electron precipitation
that contributes to the OI emission also has a clock angle de-
pendence.
Figure 9 shows a scatter plot of the peak proton emission
intensity Imax as a function of the lagged clock angle obser-
vations. However, as noted above, there were also variations
in the solar wind proton concentration NH+. Given that the
cusp proton precipitation number flux varies approximately
linearly with the solar wind concentration (Lockwood, 1995)
and that the Doppler-shifted Lyman-α emission (and the SI-
12/FUV response) will depend linearly on this flux (if all
other parameters remain constant, Ge´rard et al., 2001), we
can make a linear correction to Fig. 9 to allow for variations
in NH+. The result is shown by the points in Fig. 10 which
presents the normalised intensity Imax{< NH+ > /NH+} as
a function of lagged θ , where < NH+ > is the average over
the full interval presented in Fig. 7. The lines show modelled
variations which will be discussed in Sect. 5.
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Fig. 9. Scatter plot of the peak Lyman-α emission intensity, Imax,
integrated over 12:00–12:30 MLT, against the IMF clock angle in
GSM observed by ACE, θ . The ACE data have been lagged by the
derived ACE-to-Earth propagation delay δtE .
4 Effects of motion of the reconnection site
Even for component merging, the locations of the reconnec-
tion sites on the dayside magnetopause will be a function
of the IMF clock angle. The three rows of Fig. 11 show
schematically three likely configurations relevant to the data
presented here. For each row, the left-hand figure is a view of
the magnetosphere from the dusk flank (with the Sun to the
left and northward up the page), the centre figure is the view
from the Sun (with dawn to the left and northward up the
page) and the right-hand figure is a view looking down on
the Northern Hemisphere ionospheric polar cap (with noon
at the top and dawn to the right). The dashed and dotted
lines in the magnetospheric views are the magnetopause and
the bow shock, respectively, thin solid lines with arrows are
field lines, and the dashed arrow shows the evolution of the
point where a newly-opened field line threads the magne-
topause. In the ionospheric (right hand) plots, the dashed
line is a non-reconnecting open-closed field line boundary
(OCB) and the thick solid line is the merging gap, the iono-
spheric footprint of an active reconnection X line: thin solid
lines with arrows are flow streamlines and the dashed line su-
perposed on a streamline shows the evolution of the newly-
opened field line shown in the magnetospheric views. The
grey area is where cusp precipitation occurs along newly-
opened field lines. The top row is for subsolar reconnection
with IMF BZ < 0, BY < 0. The second row is for lobe
reconnection with BZ > 0, BY > 0 and the bottom row is
for BZ > 0, BY > 0, but this time with reconnection near
the magnetic cusp which opens closed field lines. Similar
flow patterns would be expected for anti-parallel reconnec-
tion, but the MLT of the merging gap would be smaller in the
equivalent to Fig. 11a. In this context, it is worth noting that
Fig. 4 shows a merging gap of about 3 h in MLT extent. In all
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Fig. 10. Scatter plot of the normalised peak Lyman-α emission in-
tensity, Imax{< NH+ > /NH+}, where NH+ is the proton data
seen by ACE and < NH+ > is its average value over the interval
15:00–16:00. The normalised intensities are averaged over 12:00–
12:30 MLT and are plotted against the IMF clock angle in GSM
observed by ACE, θ (points). The ACE data have been lagged by
the derived ACE-to-Earth propagation delay δtE . The solid line
shows the variation predicted by the cusp model for a subsolar re-
connection site, the dashed line is the variation predicted for the
same model inputs and a lobe reconnection site.
cases, the opposite polarity of IMF By would give the same
behaviour, but with all dawn/dusk asymmetries reversed in
sense.
In Sect. 5, we use a model to show that the Doppler-shifted
Lyman-α proton emissions, as seen in the cusp region by the
SI-12 channel of the FUV instrument on IMAGE, arose close
to the reconnection X-line on newly-opened field lines. Thus,
the conditions in the magnetosheath close to the reconnection
site will have been very important in determining the emis-
sion intensity that was seen. For the southward IMF case,
the subsolar reconnection site results in injected solar wind
plasma concentrations that are high (approximately 4 times
those in the undisturbed solar wind, Spreiter et al., 1966); the
temperature of the source sheath populations is similarly high
(the plasma temperature is of the order of 22 times larger than
that for the undisturbed solar wind ions). Motions of the re-
connection site will influence the intensity of cusp emissions
generated by both proton and electron precipitations, because
the concentration and temperatures of the source sheath pop-
ulations are functions of position. For northward IMF, the
build-up of a plasma depletion layer would reduce the range
of this density variation and so this effect would be smaller.
5 Model of clock-angle dependence of cusp proton emis-
sions
Here we make use of the simulations of the emission ef-
ficiency of Doppler-shifted Lyman-α emission, convolved
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Fig. 11. Schematic illustrations of the reconnection geometry for (a) a subsolar reconnection site with IMF Bz < 0, By < 0, (b) a lobe
reconnection site with IMF Bz > 0, By > 0 and (c) a dusk-flank reconnection site on closed field lines with IMF Bz > 0, By > 0. The
left-hand figures are views of the noon-midnight meridian from the dusk flank, the centre figures are views of the dayside from the Sun; in
these columns, thin lines with arrows are magnetic fields and the dashed arrow gives the evolution of newly-reconnected flux. The right-hand
figures are views looking down on the northern polar cap with 12 MLT at the top of each, the grey area is newly-reconnected flux where cusp
precipitation is seen. In this right-hand column, thin lines with arrows are flow streamlines, the dashed lines are non-reconnecting segments
of the open-closed field line boundary (OCB), thick lines are the ionospheric projections of active reconnection sites, and open arrows show
the OCB motion.
with the SI-12/FUV instrument response, made by Ge´rard
et al. (2001). Figure 12 shows the counts, per pixel per in-
tegration time T , that these authors predict, as a function of
the (monoenergetic) proton precipitation energy. The predic-
tions assume nadir viewing and that the luminosity fills the
pixels. Below about 3.5 keV the instrument response falls off
sharply. The decay in the number of counts per unit energy
flux above 3.5 keV is due to the fact that unit energy flux is
carried by fewer particles at higher energies.
We also make use of the cusp ion precipitation model of
Lockwood and Davis (1996), in order to predict the Lyman-
α emission intensity on newly-opened field lines in the cusp
region, as a function of time elapsed since the field line was
reconnected. (Time elapsed since reconnection is here de-
noted as (ts − to), where ts is the time of observation and
to is the time that the field line was opened.) As discussed
in Sect. 1.2, this model uses numerical gas-dynamic predic-
tions of the plasma temperature, concentration and flow in
the magnetosheath and the field line geometry at the magne-
topause rotational discontinuity (RD) to predict the “Cowley-
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Fig. 12. The variation of the Lyman-α emission efficiency, con-
volved with the SI-12/FUV instrument response, as a function of
the energy of monoenergetic precipitating protons (after Ge´rard et
al., 2001).
D” distribution function of magnetosheath ions injected into
the magnetosphere. The field-parallel portion of that distri-
bution function reaches low altitudes where converging field
lines have expanded the small pitch angle range in the loss-
cone at the magnetopause into an almost isotropic distri-
bution. The model accounts for the ion flight times from
the magnetopause to the ionosphere along the newly-opened
field lines as they convect away from the reconnection site.
Thus, the model accounts for spatial structure in the magne-
tosheath, ion acceleration at the magnetopause RD and time-
of-flight dispersion (Lockwood, 1995). Precipitation is here
modelled down to an altitude of 130 km, the lower boundary
of the emission altitudes of the proton aurora.
5.1 Generalising the cusp precipitation model for compo-
nent reconnection
Lockwood and Davis (1996) only considered the special case
where the sheath field and the interior magnetospheric field
were coplanar, i.e. the clock angle θsh of the exterior mag-
netosheath field in the magnetopause (l − m) plane, with
respect to the interior magnetospheric field, is 180◦. Thus
these authors were simulating anti-parallel reconnection and
the results were valid for component reconnection only in the
special cases of purely northward or southward IMF (when
the anti-parallel and component hypotheses predict the same
behaviour). In this paper, we generalise to allow for other
values of θsh, i.e. component reconnection at general clock
angles and locations. For simplicity, it is assumed that θsh
does not vary with (ts − to) as the field line evolves away
from the reconnection site; this is likely to be a valid simpli-
fication as proton emission peaks at relatively small (ts − to).
Figure 13 shows the geometry of newly-opened field lines
threading the magnetopause in magnetopause boundary-
normal coordinates: n is the outward boundary normal, l lies
in the boundary plane and is aligned with the geomagnetic
meridian in the northward direction, m lies in the boundary
plane and makes up the right-hand set. The axes shown apply
at the given location of the reconnection neutral line X. The
field inside the magnetosphere Bsp has no m component, but
the magnetosheath field Bsh does, making an (acute) angle
(pi − θsh) with Bsp in the l −m plane, as seen in Fig. 13a.
Figures 13a and b summarise our expectations for com-
ponent and anti-parallel reconnection, respectively, from the
discussion in Sect. 1.1. In Fig. 13a we show two orientations
of the sheath field, making sheath field clock angles θsh1 and
θsh2 with the interior magnetospheric field at the location of
the reconnection site, X. For this component reconnection
scenario, we consider the reconnection neutral line X to be
the same in the two cases. Figure 3b shows the same two
sheath field orientations (in the (l, m, n) frame for X), but in
the anti-parallel reconnection scenario, the reconnection lo-
cation must be different in the two cases (X1 and X2) such
that the angles θsh1 and θsh2 are both 180◦.
Figures 13c and d give the components of field and flow
vectors for a generalised component reconnection scenario,
projected onto the l − m and l − n planes, respectively:
only when a vector lies within the plane shown is it marked
with a vector symbol, otherwise it is a component in that
plane. These plots show the kink in the open field line where
it threads the magnetopause rotational discontinuity. Fig-
ure 13d is the same basic geometry as that used by Lock-
wood and Davis, and as employed in the original theory of
the ion acceleration by Cowley (1992); however, because the
sheath field no longer lies in the l − n plane, some full vec-
tors have become components. The angles ε and χ are close
to zero at the reconnection site, but then increase as the open
field line propagates towards the tail lobe: their values are
taken to be a function of the distance from the reconnection
site, using the same input variations as in the Lockwood and
Davis simulations. The total flow over the boundary, VT, is
the vector sum of the sheath plasma flow Vsh and the field
line velocity, VF (caused by the magnetic curvature force),
and is such that the field-aligned flow into the magnetopause
RD is at the local Alfve´n speed in the field line rest frame
(the de Hoffman-Teller frame), as in the model of field line
evolution by Cowley and Owen (1989). The kink in the field
line moves with velocity VF and this makes an angle δ with
the sheath field in the l-m plane. From the geometric con-
struction in the l−m plane shown in Fig. 13a, the projection
of the field line velocity onto the l − n plane (Fig. 13d) is
VF cos(pi − θsh − δ). For the anti-parallel case used by Cow-
ley and by Lockwood and Davis, this velocity was VF . Thus,
this cosine factor was unity in the Lockwood and Davis sim-
ulations (i.e. for purely southward IMF for reconnection at
the nose), but here falls to zero for (θsh + δ) = pi/2 and is
negative for (θsh + δ) < pi/2. It should be stressed here that
in all cases the reconnection is at the nose of the magneto-
sphere and thus, the θsh  pi/2 cases are unlikely to be re-
alistic because, in reality, the reconnection site will move in
these northward-IMF cases to locations that give θsh ≥ pi/2
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Fig. 13. Geometry of newly-opened field lines at the dayside magnetopause. (a), (b), and (c) show the l − m plane of the magnetopause,
whereas (d) shows a cross section of the magnetopause in the l − n plane, where n is the outward normal to the boundary. (a) shows two
orientations of the sheath field (projections onto the l −m plane are [Bsh′]1 and [Bsh′]2) for component reconnection at a reconnection site
X. (b) shows schematically reconnection sites X1 and X2 needed to give anti-parallel reconnection for the same sheath field orientations. (c)
and (d) give the geometrical construction (projected onto the l −m and n− l planes, respectively) needed to compute field line motion and
the proton acceleration on crossing the magnetopause RD.
(as discussed in the Introduction and in Sect. 4). To com-
pute VF, we use the sheath flow Vsh and the Alfve´n speed
VA, as specified everywhere adjacent to the magnetopause
by the gas-dynamic predictions. The only unknown required
by the method of Cowley and Owen is then the sheath field
angle θsh, which we prescribe here at the reconnection site
and assume to remain constant over the relatively short range
of elapsed time since the reconnection that we are concerned
with.
The geometric construction in Fig. 13d shows how the
flow of ions through the magnetopause (at the local Alfve´n
velocity VA in the dHT frame) adds vectorially to the field
line kink velocity in the Earth’s frame, VF, to give an ion
bulk flow velocity in the Earth’s frame which is considerable
larger on the magnetospheric side of the boundary. Because
the projection of the kink velocity into the l− n plane shown
in Fig. 13d, depends on the angles θsh and δ, the bulk flow
of the accelerated ions on the magnetospheric side of the
boundary Vsp, and its field-aligned component [V‖]sp, de-
pend on both these angles. The case studied by Lockwood
and Davis employed θsh = δ = 0, which gives a maximum
[V‖]sp and smaller values will result for larger angles. Thus,
the Cowley-D distribution function of injected ions is shifted
to lower energies as these angles increase and the case stud-
ied by Lockwood and Davis gives peak ion acceleration at
the magnetopause.
Figure 14 shows an example of the results obtained. This
case is for θsh = 105◦ and δ = 0, i.e. component merg-
ing with southward IMF near the nose of the magnetosphere.
The simulation uses the average upstream solar wind pro-
ton concentration 〈NH+〉 = 2.95 · 107 m−3 and temperature
〈TH+〉 = 3.3 · 105 K observed by ACE at 14:42–14:47 UT
(corresponding to 15:24–15:29 in the ionosphere), with a re-
connection site that is a distance d = 5RE along the equato-
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Fig. 14. Modelled cusp ions as a function of time elapsed since reconnection (ts − to) for a clock angle between exterior (sheath) and interior
fields of θsh = 110◦, using the model of Lockwood and Davis (1996), generalised to allow for θsh 6= 180◦. The simulation uses average
upstream proton concentration 〈NH+〉 = 2.95 · 107 m−3 and temperature 〈TH+〉 = 3.3 · 105 K observed by ACE at 14:42–14:47 UT, with
a near subsolar reconnection site. (a) The differential energy flux, JE, colour-coded (using the scale to the right which presents log10[JE in
cm−2 s−1 sr−1] and as a function of ion energy Ei and (ts − to). (b) The mean ion energy < Ei >, (c) the total precipitating ion number
flux F − i and (d) the Lyman-α emission intensity, I , as would be detected by the SI-12/FUV instrument.
rial magnetopause from the nose of the magnetosphere. This
value of d was obtained by an iterative fit to the intensity ob-
served for clock angles near θIMF = pi . The top panel shows
the modelled ion dispersion in spectrogram format: the dif-
ferential energy flux JE is plotted as a function of ion energy
Ei and time elapsed since reconnection (ts − to). Because it
shows the variation with (ts − to), Fig. 14 is for an imaginary
observer moving with the footprint of a newly-opened field
line.
The second panel of Fig. 14 shows the predicted average
ion energy 〈Ei〉 at each (ts − to). This jumps up from the
magnetospheric levels with the arrival of the first (highest
energy) accelerated magnetosheath ions from near the recon-
nection site: 〈Ei〉 then decays with (ts − to) as the lower
energy ions arrive (the time-of-flight effect), and because the
acceleration at the magnetopause decreases with (ts − to).
The third panel gives the downward flux of ions, Fi , which
rises with the arrival of the first sheath ions and decays only
slowly as the cusp precipitation, evolves into mantle precipi-
tation because the point or particle entry for that field line is
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evolving away from the nose of the magnetosphere.
5.2 Prediction of SI-12/FUV observations
To estimate the Doppler-shifted Lyman-α emission and the
SI-12/FUV instrument response to that emission, we use the
results of Ge´rard et al. (2001) for mono-energetic precipita-
tion, summarised in Fig. 12. We treat the modelled precipi-
tating spectrum in Fig. 14a as the sum of a number of mono-
energetic precipitations over energy ranges dEi wide. For
each ion energy Ei , we compute the counts per second per
pixel which would be produced by ions of that energy, from
the total energy flux at energy in the range Ei to (Ei + dEi)
at a given elapsed time since reconnection (ts − to), as given
by Fig. 14a. Like Ge´rard et al., we assume that the emission
fills the pixel and that we are viewing from nadir. We then
sum the total counts over all the Ei ranges to obtain the to-
tal number of counts. These counts are then converted to kR
in the same way as were the observations: namely 4.8 kR is
taken to correspond to 30 counts per pixel per 5-s integration
period, which is the response simulated by Ge´rard et al. for
a precipitating kappa spectrum of mean energy 8 keV, which
represents an average for the instrument (see their Table 1).
The results for the spectra evolution presented in Fig. 14a
are given in Fig. 14d. It can be seen that the modelled peak
emission, in this case, occurs at (ts − to) near 250 s. Be-
fore this peak, the intensity observed I rises as the flux Fi
rises due to the time-of-flight effect. Note that virtually zero
emission is seen for (ts − to) < 150 s because virtually
no ions have arrived at these elapsed times since reconnec-
tion. This means that the first proton emission is seen 150Vc
downstream from the actual open-closed field line boundary
(OCB), where Vc is the convection speed across the OCB.
This delay is consistent with the data shown in Fig. 7: the
intensity began to increase roughly 2.5 min after the aurora
begins to migrate equatorward (when the southward turning
is predicted to have reached the magnetopause). For a typical
Vc of 1 km s−1, this distance is 150 km. After the peak, the
modelled intensity I decays rapidly due to the decay in the
flux Fi and, in particular, the fall in ion energies, as indicated
by 〈Ei〉. In this case the intensity I reaches a peak value,
Imax, roughly 4 min after the field line was reconnected.
Figure 15 shows this variation of synthesized proton emis-
sion intensity I (allowing for the SI-12/FUV instrument re-
sponse) with time elapsed since reconnection (ts − to) for
a variety of model input sheath field clock angles θsh (the
green curve is the one discussed in detail above and shown
in Fig. 14d). Two features are apparent: first, intensities are
considerably enhanced when θsh approaches 180◦. This is
because the larger θsh gives more acceleration at the magne-
topause rotational discontinuity and this lifts more ions to-
wards the peak in the emission efficiency curve (Fig. 12).
Secondly, the time since reconnection of the peak emission
increases to about 5 min for θsh = 180◦: this reflects the
changing balance between the effects of ion energy and ion
flux.
Fig. 15. Modelled variations of the Lyman-α emission intensity,
I with time elapsed since reconnection (ts − to) for a clock angle
between exterior (sheath) and interior fields θsh between 60◦ and
180◦.
Because we cannot readily track the ionospheric footprints
of newly-opened field lines, from the IMAGE data we can-
not easily or reliably reconstruct the evolution with (ts − to)
of intensity from the data. Thus, we cannot present the ob-
servations in a way that can be compared with Figs. 14 and
15 directly. We can, however, define the peak emission and
compare this with the peak intensities predicted by the model
in Fig. 15.
The peak emission intensity in Fig. 15 varies from Imax =
0.17 kR, at (ts − to) = 200 s, for θsh = 60◦ to Imax = 4.9 kR,
at (ts − to) = 300 s, for θsh = 180◦. The full variation of the
peak intensity, Imax,with the angle θsh is plotted in Fig. 10,
where it can be compared to the observed variation of peak
intensity given by the points. We can compare this mod-
elled variation of Imax as a function of θsh with the observed
Imax as a function of θIMF because clock angle is preserved
across the bow shock (e.g. Opgenoorth et al., 2001). It can
be seen that the agreement for southward IMF is quantita-
tively good. A complication is that the IMF orientation used
is for the time that the field line is predicted to have reached
the reconnecting dayside magnetopause, and thus relates to
(ts− to) = 0, whereas Fig. 15 shows that the Doppler-shifted
Lyman-α emission is predicted to peak at an elapsed time
since reconnection (ts − to) of 200 s for θsh = 60◦, rising to
300 s for θsh = 180◦. This additional lag of 3–5 min may
cause some of the scatter in Fig. 10, having more of an ef-
fect when the IMF orientation is changing rapidly. However,
we note here that the additional lag is smaller than the uncer-
tainty in the ACE-to-Earth lag δtE caused by the unknown
orientation of the IMF change front in the [XZ]GSM plane
(as discussed in Sect. 2.1, this can be considered to be typi-
cally ±4 min).
For northward IMF, Fig. 10 shows the results for a lobe
reconnection site as a dashed line. The location of this
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Fig. 16. (a) Modelled effect of sheath ion temperature Tsh on the
peak Lyman-α emission. The peak emission, Imax, is shown as a
function of Tsh/Tn, where Tn is the value of Tsh at the nose of the
magnetosphere (Tn = 22.33Tsw). Values are shown for the angle
factor (pi − θsh − δ) of 180◦, 150◦, 120◦ and 90◦. (b) The distance
from the nose of the magnetosphere, d, and (c) the sheath plasma
concentration ratio Nsh/Nn, both as a function of Tsh/Tn, where
Nn is the value of Nsh at the nose of the magnetosphere.
lobe X-line has been chosen to match the observations near
θIMF = 0: the value of Imax is lower than for the subsolar re-
connection with θIMF = 180◦, because the plasma concentra-
tion at the X-line is lower and because the field lines convect
sunward against the sheath flow, making the field line speed
VF lower and thus reducing the ion acceleration on crossing
the RD. The actual location deduced is not highly reliable be-
cause observations by the Interball and Polar satellites show
that ion acceleration is indeed low for lobe reconnection, but
that plasma is anomalously heated on crossing the lobe mag-
netopause (Savin et al., 2001; T. Phan, private communica-
tion, 2002; T. Onsager, private communication, 2002). The
weak dependence of the intensity of the northward-IMF cusp
on clock angle is in good agreement with the statistical sur-
vey by Frey et al. (2001): the authors found a clear depen-
dence on solar wind concentration but a weak dependence on
IMF Bz.
Figure 10 shows that the observed variation of the peak
Lyman-α intensity with IMF clock angle θIMF over the range
90◦ ≤ θIMF ≤ 180◦ (southward IMF) is well explained by
component near-subsolar reconnection. Similarly, the varia-
tion over the range 0◦ ≤ θIMF ≤ 90◦ (northward IMF) could
be explained as component reconnection at a lobe reconnec-
tion site. In the next section we discuss the possibility of
the anti-parallel reconnection scenario producing the same
result.
6 Interpretation in terms of component and anti-
parallel reconnection
In principle, it is possible that the reconnection site might
move location even for component reconnection, and that
general reconnection behaviour may be a mixture of anti-
parallel and component behaviours. For example, one pos-
sibility is that component reconnection is only possible rela-
tively close to the nose of the magnetosphere where the mag-
netosheath flow stagnates, and that away from the nose only
anti-parallel reconnection is possible.
Figure 10 demonstrates that component merging at a fixed
reconnection site can explain the observed clock-angle de-
pendence of the proton emissions revealed in this paper. It
is interesting to ask if the clock angle dependence can also
be explained by anti-parallel reconnection. To do this, we
have to look at all the implications of the reconnection site
moving – i.e. of there being systematic variations with the
clock angle θIMF of the distance d in the magnetopause sur-
face between the reconnection site and the nose of the mag-
netosphere. Table 1 lists all the relevant factors for a de-
crease in the IMF clock angle θIMF from its peak value of
pi to smaller values. The cusp auroral measurements dis-
cussed in the Introduction suggest that θsh must exceed about
pi/4 before low-latitude component reconnection can occur.
In addition, the angle δ has a maximum limit of pi/2, be-
cause larger values would mean that reconnected field lines
were moving back into the reconnection site and reconnec-
tion could not be sustained.
6.1 Magnetosheath electron and ion concentration changes
at the reconnection site
The plasma concentration in the magnetosheath Nsh, close to
the magnetopause boundary, is a function of position. The
gas-dynamic models predict that the ratio Nsh/Nsw (where
Nsw is the plasma concentration in the undisturbed solar
wind) is about 4.2 at the nose of the magnetosphere, but this
ratio falls to values below 1 at large d (above about 20RE).
Moving the reconnection site will change the concentration
of plasma entering the low-latitude edge of the cusp and thus
precipitating into the ionosphere down newly-opened field
lines close to the open-closed field line boundary. Burch
(1985) has shown that quasi-neutrality of plasma holds in the
cusp and thus, this effect will influence the electron and ion
precipitation flux by the same factor. This is inconsistent
with the observations presented here, as it would mean that
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Table 1. Effect of decreasing IMF clock angle θIMF from pi
Component Merging Anti-parallel Merging
X-line location considered here as fixed must move away from nose
Distance from nose, d stays constant increases
Sheath proton concentration at X-line stays constant decreases
Sheath electron concentration at X-line stays constant decreases by same amount
as proton concentration
Sheath proton temperature at X-line stays constant decreases
Sheath electron temperature at X-line stays constant likely to decrease,
but not as much as ion temperature
Sheath field clock angle, θsh decreases (down to limit constant at pi
of about pi /4)
Sheath flow angle, δ increases (up to limit of pi/2) increases (up to limit pi/2)
cos(pi − θsh − δ) factor decreases decreases
Field line velocity, VF approximately constant Flow orientation effect causes decrease
Flow magnitude effect causes increase
changes in the OI oxygen emission would match those in the
Lyman-α, such that the ratio of the two is constant. Figure 8b
shows that this is not the case. Furthermore, the predicted
dayside plasma concentration variation in the magnetosheath
is by a factor of about 4 at most, and thus, this is smaller
than the observed variation, which was by a factor of about
6. An additional complication is that a build-up of magnetic
pressure in a PDL also decreases Nsh; however, this reduc-
tion is predominantly at the nose of the magnetosphere where
draped field lines are hung up on the magnetosphere. This
means that the range of Nsh values in the sheath is reduced
below the factor 4.2 predicted by the gas-dynamic model.
We can conclude that, although a relevant influence, plasma
concentration changes caused by motion of the reconnection
site is not sufficient as an explanation of the clock-angle de-
pendence of the proton emission intensities reported in this
paper.
6.2 Magnetosheath electron and ion temperature changes
at the reconnection site
Plasma temperature gradients in the magnetosheath are
greater than the corresponding plasma concentration gradi-
ents. The gas-dynamic models predict that at the nose of the
magnetosphere the plasma temperature is 22.3 higher than
the plasma temperature in the undisturbed solar wind, and
that this factor decreases towards unity with increasing d .
However, the behaviour of the ion and electron temperatures
is likely to be different. Very little systematic information is
available on this; however, electron temperature is expected
to be somewhat more constant than ion temperature due to
electron heating at the bow shock and the greater electron
mobility.
Figure 16 studies the effect of sheath ion temperature Tsh
on the peak proton emission intensity, using the model de-
scribed in Sect. 5. In the top panel, the peak emission Imax is
plotted as a function of the ratio Tsh/Tn, where Tn is the value
of Tsh at the nose of the magnetosphere (d = 0). To place the
range of sheath temperature changes modelled into context,
parts (b) and (c) of Fig. 16 show the gas-dynamic predictions
of the corresponding d and the ratio Nsh/Nn (where Nn is
the value of the sheath concentration at the magnetopause,
Nsh, at d = 0). In order to isolate the effect of tempera-
ture, the plasma concentration at the X-line is held constant
in Fig. 16a. The results are found to depend on the degree
of ion acceleration at the rotational discontinuity, which is
modified by both the sheath field clock angle θsh and the field
line motion angle δ (see Fig. 13c). Figure 16 shows the re-
sults for (pi − θsh − δ) of 180◦, 150◦, 120◦ and 90◦. The
effect of sheath temperature is different in these cases. For
low (pi−θsh−δ), the ion acceleration at the magnetopause is
low. In these cases, decreasing Tsh (by increasing d) causes
there to be fewer ions in the hot tail in the ion distribution and
these are the only ions with sufficient energy to cause signifi-
cant counts in the SI-12/FUV instrument (see Fig. 12). Thus,
Imax decreases with decreasing Tsh (increasing d) for small
(pi − θsh − δ). On the other hand, for high (pi − θsh − δ) the
ion acceleration at the magnetopause is large. Consequently,
the hot tail of the ion distribution is at energies considerably
greater than the energy of peak response in Fig. 12. Thus, in
these cases, reducing Tsh causes more ions to be at the energy
of peak instrument response and the number of instrument
counts increases. Thus, Imax increases with decreasing Tsh
(increasing d) for large (pi − θsh − δ).
However, Fig. 16 shows that these changes in Imax caused
by magnetosheath ion temperature changes are relatively
small (compared to the changes caused by ion concentra-
tion variations and the magnetopause acceleration factor),
except for unrealistically large d (greater than about 20RE)
and (θsh + δ) near zero. Thus, we expect the relatively small
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effects because the X-line usually remains within 20 RE of
the nose.
6.3 Magnetosheath field clock angle and magnetosheath
flow angle
By definition, the clock angle that the sheath field makes with
the interior field at the X-line, θsh, is pi for anti-parallel merg-
ing. However, moving the reconnection site also alters the
orientation of the sheath flow with the sheath field and this
changes the angle δ which the field line velocity makes with
the sheath field (as defined by Fig. 13). The angle δ has a
maximum value of pi/2: for greater δ the newly-reconnected
field lines would be moving back toward the X-line and re-
connection could not be sustained. Thus, δ is constrained
to be between 0 and pi/2. If we consider that the realis-
tic range of θsh values for component merging is from near
pi/4 to pi , we can see that anti-parallel reconnection, through
the angle δ, can introduce a similar variation into the factor
cos(pi − θsh − δ) as can component reconnection.
7 Discussion and conclusions
We have presented observations of the response of the day-
side ionosphere to changes in the IMF clock angle. Specifi-
cally, we have looked at the changes in the Lyman-α proton
aurora, the oxygen OI emissions and the pattern of dayside
convection.
7.1 The response of dayside aurora and ionospheric flow
The data presented here provide a good demonstration of the
model of ionospheric flow excitation by Cowley and Lock-
wood (1992). The high solar wind concentration during
this event allowed the production of newly-opened flux to
be monitored by the FUV/SI-12 instrument on IMAGE, us-
ing the proton aurora produced by magnetosheath ions pre-
cipitating into the cusp ionosphere. Figure 7 shows that a
number of things happened when the effects of the onset of
the increase in IMF clock angle reached the ionosphere (es-
timated to be at 15:19 UT). Specifically, the aurora (seen in
both Lyman-α proton and oxygen OI emissions) began to mi-
grate equatorward near noon and the proton aurora began to
intensify roughly 2.5 min later. Shortly thereafter, the con-
vection flows began to increase (as quantified by in the trans-
polar voltage 8pc). Figure 4 shows that intially the bright-
ening of the cusp proton aurora was restricted to a spot near
noon but that this grew in longitude and eroded equatorward
over about 3 h of MLT during the interval (15:19–15:27 UT).
The model presented in Sect. 5 (see Fig. 15) predicts that the
proton emission peaks on each newly-opened field line 3 min
after reconnection for smaller clock angles (appropriate to
the onset), rising to 5 min for larger clock angles (appropri-
ate to the peak of the variation of Lyman-α emission). Much
of this delay is due to the flight time of cusp ions from the
magnetopause to the ionosphere. Thus, we can conclude that
the reconnection causing the initial erosion mainly occurred
at 15:16–15:22. On the other hand, the ionospheric transpo-
lar voltage first rises at 15:22 and did not peak until 15:37.
Thus, the flow lags behind the reconnection, as predicted by
the Cowley-Lockwood model and is inconsistent with the
concept of spatial mapping of the reconnection electric field
into the ionosphere. The relatively rapid response of the pro-
ton aurora allows us to image the area of newly-opened flux
generated by a reconnection pulse in this case (and because
solar wind concentrations were sufficiently high); Figure (4)
shows that it has the form envisaged by Cowley and Lock-
wood (1992).
Following the second peak in the proton emission, caused
by the second peak in the IMF clock angle, the luminosity on
the newly-opened field lines faded over the interval 15:36–
15:43. This is consistent with the model predictions of the
cusp proton aurora which show that emission will decay at
elapsed times since reconnection (ts − to) between about 4
and 9 min (Fig. 15). Figure 4 shows that the dayside au-
rora was returning to a more circular form at this time, as
was also predicted by the Cowley-Lockwood flow excita-
tion model. After 15:39, when the IMF returned to small
clock angles, the dayside aurora migrated poleward (Fig. 7e)
and poleward convection is maintained (the transpolar volt-
age 8pc remains at 50–80 kV, Fig. 7d). The convection and
auroral boundary velocities were similar at this time. Both
signatures are consistent with the poleward retreat of the now
non-reconnecting (i.e. adiaroic) polar cap boundary follow-
ing the return of the IMF to small clock angles. Thus, the
observed convection flow response was fully consistent with
the Cowley-Lockwood model, as was the erosion and relax-
ation of the dayside open-closed field line boundary, approxi-
mately delineated by the equatorward edge of the cusp proton
emission.
Another feature predicted by the Cowley-Lockwood
model is the expansion of the convection pattern, consistent
with several sets of observations, as discussed in Sect. 1.5.
This expansion can arise for three reasons: the first is due to
any longitudinal expansion of the active merging gap, as pos-
tulated by Lockwood et al. (1993), Lockwood (1994), Milan
et al. (2000a), and McWilliams et al. (2001). Secondly, ex-
pansion will be caused by the fact that newly-opened flux
is eroded from the dayside and only later added to the geo-
magnetic tail by the solar wind flow (Cowley and Lockwood,
1992): this makes those segments of the open-closed bound-
ary that are expanding equatorward evolve towards midnight
as the newly-opened flux in the lobe propagates antisunward
(Lockwood, 2002). In the case presented here, the time con-
stant for doing this will have been roughly two-thirds of the
typical values (i.e. of the of order 10 min instead of the typ-
ical 15 min) because the solar wind speed is of the order of
600 km s−1 (which is 1.6 times larger than the mode value
of the solar wind speed of 370 km s−1). Thirdly, even if the
polar cap expands uniformly at all MLT and the convection
pattern is constant in form, the dominance of dayside recon-
nection in this growth phase means that there are gradients
in flow speeds that will mean that equipotentials will migrate
away from noon as the polar cap voltage increases and flows
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a). 15: 30-15: 32 UT               b). 15: 42-15: 44 UT             c). 15: 46-15: 48 UT
Fig. 17. (a) Fitted model convection patterns and flow vectors (one component of which is observed and the other component, perpendicular
to the line-of-sight, is generated from the model fit) from SuperDARN radar data integrated over (a) 15:30:00–15:32:00 UT; (b) 15:42:00–
15:44:00 UT and (c) 15:46:00–15:48:00 UT. Flow vectors are color-coded according to their magnitude.
intensify (Lockwood and Cowley, 1999).
At first sight, the flow patterns shown in Fig. 4 do not ap-
pear to show the expansion of the convection pattern pre-
dicted by the Cowley-Lockwood model. However, it is im-
portant to note that these flow patterns are derived using a
model fit to the SuperDARN data. The model used is a func-
tion of the lagged IMF, with no allowance for the history of
the IMF: in other words, the model assumes steady state and
fits steady-state flow patterns and will thus tend to suppress
features that are associated with the expansion, which is a
non-steady-state feature. This is important because the avail-
ability of radar data was not uniform: in particular, coverage
was poorest in the pre-midnight sector at this UT and thus,
this sector of the flow pattern derived is the most dependent
on the (steady-state) model.
That having been said, expansion can be seen where the
model fit is most informed by radar data, namely in the dawn
flow cell. The MLT segment where flow is equatorward (giv-
ing streamlines that cross the open-closed boundary, out of
the polar cap) can be seen to migrate away from noon, being
at 5–8 MLT at 15:31:40 UT, 1–6 MLT at 15:41:53 UT and 0–
4 MLT at 15:48:02 UT. This can be seen in greater detail in
Fig. 17, which shows the fitted equipotentials and vectors
from the observations. The vectors are fits to observed line-
of-sight flow components. An additional indicator of the ex-
pansion is the flow “throat” into the polar cap that can be seen
to have expanded from 11–14 MLT at 15:25:32, to 9–16 MLT
at 15:33:43 UT.
7.2 Open field line production during northward IMF
The observed IMF clock angle dependence of dayside flows
and the cusp proton aurora in this event provides evidence
that opening of closed flux can continue even when the IMF
points northward, provided that the clock angle is not too
small. Several authors have reported satellite observations
showing that reconnection can take place between the cusps
(producing new open flux) when the IMF is northward, for
θIMF between pi/2 and about pi/4 (Onsager and Fuselier,
1994; Fuselier et al., 1995; Chandler et al., 1999), although
some of these cases can also be interpreted as lobe recon-
nection (Onsager et al., 2001). Two bands of cusp red-line
aurora (630 nm) are often seen for pi/4 < θIMF < pi/2
(Sandholt et al., 1998) and this is interpreted as reconnec-
tion taking place simultaneously at the lobe magnetopause
and “low-latitudes” (meaning between the cusps). This sig-
nature has also been defined in EISCAT radar data (McCrea
et al., 2000) and satellite observations of the cusp (Weiss et
al., 1995). Anderson et al. (1997) have suggested an expla-
nation of of the production of new open field lines for north-
ward IMF in terms of the sheath field distortion in the plasma
depletion layer. Figure 7 demonstrates that erosion did in-
deed occur for pi/4 < θIMF < pi/2: the equatorward ero-
sion commenced at 15:19, but the lagged IMF did not turn
southward (θIMF > pi/2) until 15:23, when both the trans-
polar voltage and the peak proton aurora intensity increased
steeply. The northward turning was sufficiently sudden that
θIMF fell below both pi/4 and pi/2 at approximately the same
time (15:39, when equatorward motion of the aurora ceases)
and this effect was, therefore, not detectable during the north-
ward turning.
7.3 Differentiating between component and anti-parallel
reconnection
The data presented here clearly show a modulation of the in-
tensity of cusp proton emission with IMF clock angle. We
have combined a model of cusp ion precipitation by Lock-
wood and Davis (1996) and Lockwood (1997b) with theoret-
ical considerations of the excitation of Lyman-α emissions,
convolved with the IMAGE SI-12/FUV imager response.
This model has been generalised to allow for variations in the
clock angle θsh of the sheath field (with respect to the internal
field) at the reconnection site, and the angle δ of the direction
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of motion of the newly-opened field lines (with respect to the
sheath field direction). We have shown that the proton emis-
sion intensity is strongly modulated by the ion acceleration,
giving a dependence on the factor cos(pi − θsh − δ). Compo-
nent reconnection will modulate the Lyman-α intensity via
the angle θsh. For anti-parallel reconnection, on the other
hand, θsh is constant at pi by definition; however, the angle δ
can generate a similar variation in the ion acceleration. Thus,
discriminating between the two reconnection scenarios is not
straightforward.
In this paper, we have reproduced the observed variation
of the Lyman-α intensity with the IMF clock angle θIMF, by
changing only the sheath field clock angle θsh , with all other
variables fixed. Thus, we have demonstrated that the data can
be explained as component reconnection at a fixed reconnec-
tion site.
Evaluating whether anti-parallel reconnection could have
produced a similar variation is much more difficult. Be-
cause anti-parallel and component reconnection are equiv-
alent for θIMF of 0 and pi , it is the variations at intermediate
θIMF which will distinguish the two. For the anti-parallel
case, the sheath field clock angle θsh is constant, but the
sheath ion temperature Tsh and concentration Nsh, as well
as the field line speed VF and direction angle δ all change
for newly-opened field lines, because the reconnection site
changes. We have shown that the effect of the sheath tem-
perature variation is small. Modelling the variations of the
reconnection location (and hence, of Nsh , VF and δ) with
IMF clock angle θIMF in a self-consistent manner requires
a global MHD model of the magnetosphere (with reconnec-
tion induced, where θsh = pi) and is beyond the scope of the
present paper.
However, a potential test from observations may be made
possible by careful analysis of multiwavelength observations
of the cusp aurora. In the case of anti-parallel reconnec-
tion, the variations in ion acceleration must necessarily be
accompanied by variations in the sheath plasma concentra-
tion at the X-line and thus, in the flux of both the electron and
ion precipitations. Therefore it becomes important to under-
stand the fractions of the oxygen OI emission that are excited
by primary electron precipitation and by secondary electrons
produced by the proton precipitation. In a subsequent paper
we will study the variations of the Doppler-shifted Lyman-
α emission and the oxygen OI emissions to see if there is
evidence for changes in both the ion and the electron pri-
mary precipitation fluxes associated with the ion acceleration
change (such as would be expected for anti-parallel recon-
nection) or whether these fluxes are constant and the intensity
variations are explained by variations in the ion acceleration
alone with no associated number flux changes (which would
reveal component reconnection).
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